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Kai, Airport Staff & Cabin Crew!
Although we may not be jetting off anywhere exotic for a while, there is always room for a little 
holiday at home! Why not recreate your perfect vacation from the comfort of your front-room?

The WorldThe World
wish you were here!

Where would your dream holiday destination be? On a 
Jeep safari the plains of the Serengeti? Or trekking through
the rocky mountains of Nepal? Wherever it is you’re going, 
you’re going to need to pack a suitcase! 

What will you bring?

Now that we’re packed, let’s make an itinerary of your travel goals! An itinerary is a list of things you
want to see or do whilst you’re away! Any museums, any hikes, any beaches, any people you want to
visit - write it down and let us know!

Sunglasses OR ski goggles?
A swimming costume OR thermal vest?

A baseball cap OR a wolly hat?
Shorts OR a jacket?

Sun cream OR bug spray?

Before we get sunbathing on the beach or stargazing in the jungle, we need to get there! If your 
destination is not reachable by car then we’d better head to the airport!

As our BA KidZania Airport Staff and Cabin Crew it is your duty to ensure everyone 
gets to their flight and has a nice, safe journey! Let’s get started!

First, let’s check in! (we need a small table, like a writing desk!)

It’s the responsibility of the airport staff to register all the customers who will 
be boarding the plane. You need to check their ticket and make sure they’ve 
arrived in time for their flight. After you’ve checked them in, take their big 
suitcases from them as these cannot be carried on the plane. Once your 
passengers are sorted, wave them off and send them through to security! 

Security! (we need a big flat surface, lke a dining room table!)

The security area in an airport is a serious place. This is where we check that 
there are no inappropriate items being brought onto our plane. Take your
passenger’s hand-luggage and place it onto a flat surface. Ask them to open 
their bags so you can inspect what they’re bringing on holiday. Things like 
scissors, liquids over 100ml and food items are banned on flights unless bought 
in the departure lounge, so if any of your passengers have this with them then 
you need to confiscate it! Once all the bags are checked and you’re satisfied, 
show them through to the gate!

Greetings from



Boarding the plane! (we need a small podium, like a bedside-table!)

Passengers will wait at in the departure lounge until their gate number is called 
and they’re allowed to board the plane. As gate staff, you must check their 
boarding pass and assist your passengers in finding their seat on board the 
plane. (To create your plane set up, lay out chairs in rows of three and if you 
can, label each with a letter and a number e.g. A1, A2, A3).

Ready for take off!

Once everyone has stored their hand-luggage under their seat, it’s almost time 
to go! As KidZania Cabin Crew it is your job to talk the passengers through any 
health and safety instructions in case of an incident arising. Follow the routine 
below to create your own simple in-flight safety demonstration! Try having one 
person read out the script and the other doing the actions!

Flight Demonstration Script
Speaker:

To fasten your seatbelt insert the rounded end into the buckle and pull.

Demonstrate:
Use a waistbelt to demonstrate.

Speaker:
If the cabin loses pressure, an oxygen mask will fall from the panel above

your head. Place this over your mouth.

Demonstrate:
Indicate a space above the passengers, then place your hands over

your mouth and breath heavily.

Speaker:
On this aircraft there are four emergency exits. Two behind your at the rear

of the cabin and two here at the front.

Demonstrate:
Stretch your arms out in front of you with your hands touching. 

Then separate your hands, each pointing to an opposite corner to indicate the 
rear of the cabin. Retract your arms, keep them to your chest then stretch 
them out to either side of your body. This indicates the front of the cabin.

Speaker:
Thank you very much for flying with British Airways today, we do hope you

have a pleasant flight!

Demonstrate:
Wave!

Excellent work, Cabin Crew! Now 
it’s time to sit back, relax and enjoy 
your trip! (If you want to add a little 
something extra to your BA flight 
experience, why not offer a trolley 
service of drinks and light 
refreshments for your passengers 
onboard today?)

If you recreate your perfect holiday let us know by tagging @KidZaniaLondon with 
pictures of your packed suitcases and detailed itinerary! Use the hashtag
 #KidZaniaAtHome to find members of our KidZania BA airport staff and cabin 
 crew safety getting you onboard your home-holiday flight! #KidZaniaAtHome


